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Abstract. In his third volume of The Art of Computer Programming, Knuth presents Batcher's 
bitonic sorting network. With concurrency, this sorting network can be executed in logarithmic 
time. Knuth suggests a formal argument for the correctness of the bitonic sorting algorithm (as 
an exercise), but addresses the question of concurrency only informally. We develop a program 
for the bitonic sort by (1) deriving a stepwise refinement from Knuth's informal description of 
the algorithm, (2) deriving from the refinement a sequential execution or 'trace' of order O(n log n) 
in the length n of the sequence to be sorted, and (3) transforming the sequential trace into a 
parallel trace of order O(log n) while preserving its semantics. We shall be informal in Steps 1 
and 2--although these steps can be formalized. But we will provide a formal treatment of Step 
3 and report on the certification of this treatment in a mechanized logic. This work is a contribution 
to the optimization of programs (via concurrency) through transformation and the automation 
of program proofs. 
1. Introduction 
A sequence a = (ao, a~, . . . ,  a~) is in bitonic order if a0>~ •• • ~> ai <~- • • <~ a, for 
some i such that 0~ < i~  < n. The bitonic sorting algorithm sorts a sequence 
(ao, a~, . . . ,  an) that is already in bitonic order into ascending order by sorting the 
subsequences (ao, a2, . . . )  and (a~, aa, . . . )  independently and then comparing and, 
if necessary, interchanging (ao, al), (a2, a3), . . . .  Since the subsequences of a bitonic 
sequence are also bitonic, (ao, a2, . . . )  and (ax, a3, . . . )  can be sorted by the same 
algorithm, until all subsequences have length 1. 
Knuth [6] presents the bitonic sort as a sorting network. A node in a sorting 
network is a comparator module which takes two (not necessarily adjacent) sequence 
elements as inputs, compares them and, if necessary, interchanges them into ascend- 
ing order. The bitonic sort can sort a bitonically ordered sequence of length n in 
O(log n) time, if comparator modules may be applied concurrently. 
The significance of the bitonic sorting algorithm lies in the fact that we can derive 
from it a network that sorts arbitrary (not bitonic) sequences. ~ We have to make 
the following additional requirements: 
(1) the length of the sequence is a power of 2, and 
(2) two versions of the comparator module are available, one that swaps into 
ascending order and one that swaps into descending order. 
See [6, Exercise 11]. 
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Then, a sorting network based on the bitonic sort exists that sorts sequence a in 
O(log 2 n) time if comparator modules may be applied concurrently. Each node of 
the network appropriately represents one or the other type of comparator module. 
In the following, we shall only deal with the original bitonic sort. The extension to 
general sequences does not add any new issue in our program development. 
Knuth suggests the zero-one principle to prove the correctness of the bitonic sort, 2 
but does not deal formally with concurrency. We apply a programming methodology 
which can deal formally with concurrency [7]. In this methodology, the derivation 
of concurrency proceeds by a successive compression of the program's executions 
based on the declaration of certain useful program properties. We call program 
executions traces. 
We are interested in the mechanical certification of trace transformations. A  does 
the bitonic sort, most interesting programs contain recursions or loops. The most 
effective and practical transformations of their traces will also be recursive, and 
their proofs of correctness will require induction. We are therefore interested in the 
mechanical treatment ofrecursion and induction. We use the Boyer-Moore induction 
prover [2] that is based on a mechanized functional logic particularly suitable for 
program verification [ 1 ]. The prover is designed to prove theorems about recursive 
functions but is not an expert on sorting networks and their trace transformations. 
We must 'train' it in the theory of trace transformations before it is able to certify 
the transformation f the bitonic sort. 
The following section will describe the bitonic sort and explains its trace transfor- 
mation informally. Section 3will present our implementation f the trace transforma- 
tion theory of sorting networks in the meOhanized logic and the proof of the trace 
transformation theorem of the bitonic sort on the mechanical prover. In the conclud- 
ing section, we shall evaluate the approach of the mechanical certification ofsemantic 
properties. 
2. The bitonic sort 
We refine the bitonic sort in a special-purpose language: the language of sorting 
networks. A refinement consists of a name (with an optional list offormaI parameters) 
separated by a colon from a body. There are three choices of refinement body: 
(1) The null statement skip does nothing. 
(2) The comparator module cs(i~, i2) accesses a sequence a of numbers. It com- 
pares elements ail and a~: and, if necessary, interchanges them into order. 
(3) The composition S1 ; S2 of refinements S1 and $2 applies S2 to the results of 
Sl. Each of Sl  and $2 can be a refinement call (i.e., a refinement name, maybe, 
with an actual parameter list), a comparator module, or the null statement. Sequences 
of compositions S1;S2; . . .  ;Sn are also permitted. Refinement calls may be 
recursive. 
2 See [6, Exercise I0]. 
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Composition may be implemented by execution in order but need not be in all 
cases. For instance, in a programming language with assignment s atements, the 
two assignments x := x + a; x := x + b could also be executed in reverse order, and 
the two assignments x := 3; y := 5 could also be executed in parallel. We prefer to 
think of a refinement as a mathematically defined object that does not address 
questions of execution. We shall deal with the execution of refinements later on, 
after we have introduced the refinement for the bitonic sort. Even though the 
refinement for the bitonic sort can be derived according to rigorous mathematical 
rules, we shall here simply state it informally. 
Our refinement for the bitonic sort is 
bitonic-sort(n): sort(O, 1, n + 1) 
{leng > 1} 
sort(base, step, 0): 
sort(base, step, 1): 
sort(base, step, leng): 
skip 
skip 
sort(base, step * 2, [leng/2]); 
sort(base+ step, step * 2, [leng/2J ); 
segment(base, step, leng) 
{leng> 1} 
segment(base, step, 0): 
segment(base, step, 1): 
segment(base, step, leng): 
skip 
skip 
es(base, base + step); 
segment(base + step * 2, step, leng-2). 
Refinement sort performs the bitonic sort as described in Section 1. Refinement 
segment performs the step of comparisons and interchanges by applying the 
appropriate comparator modules. Both refinements are qualified by three parameters, 
base, step, and leng, that identify a subsequence of a: base is the index of the first 
element, step is the difference of the indices of any two adjacent elements, and leng 
is the number of elements in the subsequence. 
The executions that we derive for this program are best explained by representing 
the problem of bitonic sorting as a tree. Let us construct a binary tree of bitonic 
sequences whose root is the entire sequence a, and whose left and fight subtrees 
are recursively constructed by splitting the root into subsequences a  prescribed by 
the bitonic sorting algorithm. We call this tree the sequence tree of a. The sequence 
tree of a 16-element sequence is, for instance, 
(ao~ al ,  a2, a3, a4, as, a6, a7, as, a9, alo, a l l ,  a12, a13, a14, a15) 
/ 
(ao, a2, a4, a6, as, alo, a12, a14) 
/ \ 
(ao, a4, as, a12) (a2, a6, alo, a,,) 
/ \ / \ 
(ao, as) (a4, a,2) (a2, a,o) (a6, a,4) 
/(~s) (a,/) (~,2)(a/) (~o)(a/) (~,) (a0) 
\ 
(al, a3, as, a7, a9, a l l ,  a13, als) 
/ \ 
(al, as, 0-9, a13) (a3, a7, a11, a15) 
<o,> D,,> <5,> \ (a,1) (~7)(Xa15) 
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At each node (ai,, a~, ai~, at,,. . .),  the bitonic sorting algorithm requires an applica- 
tion of comparator modules es(il, i2);es(i3, i4) ; . . . ,  which we call a segment. The 
following segment tree corresponds to the previous equence tree: 
es(0, 1);es(2, 3);es(4, 5);es(6, 7);es(8, 9) ;es(10, 11) ;es(12, 13) ;es(14, 15) 
/ \ 
es(0, 2);es(4, 6) ;es(8, 10) ;es(12, 14) es(1, 3) ;es(5, 7) ;es(9, 11);cs(13, 15) 
es(0, 4)(es(8, 12) ¢s~2, \ / 6);es(10,14) es(1,5);es(9,13) es(3,7);~(11,15) 
cs(0,//8) cs(4) 12) cs(2,10) CS(6,14) cs(1!9) cs(5 \, 13) cs(~3, 11) cs(X"7, 15) 
Segments of leaves in the sequence tree are null and are not represented in the 
segment tree. 
We can easily obtain a sequential execution of refinement bitonic-sort(n) by 
replacing all occurrences of the composition operator ";" by the sequential execution 
operator '" -> ". This sequential trace tau(n) of the bitonic sort executes the segments 
in the segment tree in post-order. For instance, for the 16-element sequence: 
tau(15) = 
es(0, 8) ~ es(4, 12) ~ es(0, 
es(2, 10) -~ cs(6, 
-~es(0, 
-~ es(1, 9) -~ es(5, 13)-~ es(1, 
-~ es(3, 11)-~ es(7, 
-~¢s(1, 
~ es(0, 1) ~ es(2, 3) ~ es(4, 
4) -~ ¢s(8, 12) 
14) ~ es(2, 6)--) es(10, 14) 
2)-~ es(4, 6) ~ es(8, 10) ~ es(12, 14) 
5) -~ es(9, 13) 
15) ~ es(3, 7) ~ es(ll, 15) 
3)-~ es(5, 7) ~es(9, l l )~es(13, 15) 
5) ~ es(6, 7) ~ es(8, 9)-~ es(10, 11)~ es(12, 13) 
~ es(14, 15). 
tau(15) has length 32. In general, tau(2 k- 1) has length 2k-lk. The refinement works 
for all bitonic sequences, but we choose to consider only sequences whose length 
n + 1 is a power k of 2. Such sequences yield complete sequence and segment trees. 
Also, for such sequences, the bitonic sort can be extended to a network which does 
not require the bitonic order of its input, as mentioned in Section 1. With n = 2 k - 1, 
trace tau(n) has a length of order O(n log n). 
To speed up the execution of refinement bitonic-sort(n), we have to declare 
program properties that permit us to relax the sequencing prescribed by trace tall. 
The crucial property for the compression of traces by concurrency is independence. 
For instance, program components hat do not share any variables are independent. 
We can declare the independence of two program components S1 and $2 by writing 
S1 H S2. If S1 and S2 are independent, their composition S1 ; $2 may be implemented 
by execution in parallel. We write this as (S1 $2) and call it a parallel command. 3 Of 
course, execution of independent" S1 and $2 in sequence is also permitted, in fact, 
3 We abbreviate (S1($2(... Sn))) to (S1 $2. . .  Sn). 
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in either order: S1 --> $2 or $2-> S1. Commuting the execution order of independent 
program parts in a trace may lead to a higher degree of concurrency than immediately 
merging them into a parallel command (see [7, 8] for more details about indepen- 
dence). 
Two comparator modules cs(il,/2) and es(jl, j2) are disjoint if they do not overlap, 
i.e., if i~ ~j~, il #j2, i2#jl ,  and i2~j2. Since disjoint comparator modules do not 
share any variables, they may be declared independent: 
il # jl ^ il ~ j2 ^ /2 # jl ^ i2 # j2 ~ cs(il, i2)[I cs(jl, J2)- 
Exploiting this independence declaration, we may transform trace tau to obtain 
concurrency. Observe that any two distinct segments x and y in the segment tree 
which are not in an ascendant/descendant relationship access disjoint sequence 
elements. Such x and y are independent, and we can commute them or make them 
parallel. For instance, by an inductive argument based on this observation, we can 
commute all segments that are on the same level in the tree (i.e., that have the same 
distance from the root) into adjacency, and execute the levels of the tree in sequence 
bottom to top. For the 16-element problem, this yields the trace 
tau'(15) = 
cs(0, 8)-* cs(4, 12)-> cs(2, 10)-> cs(6, 14)-, cs(1, 9)-> cs(5, 13)-> cs(3, ll)-*cs(7, 15) 
-> cs(0, 4)-> cs(8, 12)-> cs(2, 6)-> cs(10, 14)--> cs(1, 5)-> cs(9, 13)-> cs(3, 7)--> es(ll, 15) 
-, cs(0, 2)--> cs(4, 6) ~ cs(8, 10)-* cs(12, 14)-> cs(1, 3)-> cs(5, 7)-* cs(9, 11)-> cs(13, 15) 
=> cs(0, 1)-* cs(2, 3)-> cs(4, 5)-> cs(6, 7)-* cs(8, 9)-> cs(10, ll)-*es(12, 13)-> cs(14, 15). 
tau' is no shorter than tau, but in tan' we can, again by an inductive argument, 
merge each level into one parallel command, e.g., 
tau-(15) = 
(cs(0, 8) cs(4, 12) cs(2, 10) cs(6, 14) cs(1, 9) cs(5, 13) cs(3, 11) cs(7, 15)) 
-~ (es(0, 4) es(8, 12) es(2, 6) es(10, 14) es(1, 5) cs(9, 13) ¢s(3, 7) es(ll, 15)) 
-~ (es(0, 2) cs(4, 6) es(8, 10) es(12, 14) es(1, 3) ¢s(5, 7) cs(9, 11) es(13, 15)) 
(es(0, 1) cs(2, 3) es(4, 5) es(6, 7) ¢s(8, 9) es(10, 11) ¢s(12, 13) ¢s(14, 15)). 
The parallel trace tau-(15) is of length 4, with a concurrency degree of 8. In general, 
tau-(2 k- 1) is of length k, with a concurrency degree of 2 k-1. With n = 2 k - 1, trace 
tau-(n) has a length of order O(log n) and a concurrency degree of order O(n). 
3. The automated proof of trace transformations 
We have implemented our theory of trace transformations in Boyer and Moore's 
mechanized logic [1]. Boyer and Moore express terms of first-order predicate logic 
in a Lisp-like functional form. 4 Predicates are functions with a Boolean range. 
4 For clarity, we shall here, unlike LxsP and Boyer and Moore, keep some standard logic and arithmetic 
operations in infix notation. 
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Functions can be declared (submitted without a function body) or defined (submitted 
with a function body), and facts can be asserted (submitted as an axiom) or proved 
(submitted as a lemma). There are no quantifiers. A variable that appears free in a 
term is taken as universally quantified. For example, the term 
(NUMBERP X)~ X < X+ 1 
expresses the fact that any number is smaller than the same number incremented 
by 1. NUMBERP recognizes numbers. Two basic types of inductively constructed 
objects in the logic are relevant o our application: the natural number and the 
ordered pair. They closely resemble the number and ordered pair of Lisa. The 
ordered pair (CONS tl t2) of the two terms tl and t2 may be abbreviated ( t l .  t2) 
and lists can be formed by nesting ordered pairs, as in LisP. For instance, list 
(tl t2 . . .  tn) of the n terms t l , . . . ,  tn is really ( t l .  ( t2 . ( . . .  (tn. NIL)))). Other 
object ypes may be added by the user. For instance, we add the object ype (PAIR i 1/2) 
or, abbreviated, (i1:i2) which is a second kind of ordered pair its components 
must be numbers. We use this object type to represent comparator modules. 
The theorem proving program employs a number of heuristics in the attempt o 
establish the validity of a conjecture. Simplification (i.e., rewriting into a simpler 
or 'normal" form) and induction are the heuristics used most in our proofs of 
transformations of sorting networks. There are several ways to make use of a 
previously established lemma in subsequent proofs. Our proofs employ previously 
proved lemmas as rewrite rules. Appropriately chosen lemmas, provided as rewrite 
rules, will steer the prover into the intended direction of the proof. If all other 
heuristics fail, the prover appeals to induction. The induction scheme is derived 
from an analysis of the recursive function definitions and the inductively constructed 
types involved in the conjecture. 
This section sketches the implementation of the semantic theory that is necessary 
to prove the semantic equivalence of trace tau and trace tau- of the previous ection. 
We present he theory of sorting networks, which is a generalization of the theory 
of simple sorting networks presented in a previous paper [9]. In the theory of simple 
sorting networks, the comparator module is represented by a number, not a pair of 
numbers. 
3.1. Trace representation 
Our goal is to prove the semantic equivalence of traces tau(n) and tau-(n).  We 
represent a trace by a multilevel ist. Alternate levels indicate sequential execution 
and parallel execution, in turn. For instance, if the top level of the list indicates 
sequential execution, then the second level indicates parallel execution, the third 
level indicates again sequential execution, etc. In the realm of sorting networks, we 
can represent traces as multilevel ists of pairs of numbers, where the top level 
represents sequential execution. For example, the sequential trace tau(15) mentioned 
in Section 2 is represented as 
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(TAU 15)= 
'((0: 8) (4: 12) 
(2:10) 




(6: 14) (2:6) 
(0:2) (4:6) 










(10: 11) (12: 13) (14: 15)). 
nd its parallel equivalent tau-(15) is represented as 
(TAU- 15)= 
'(((0:8) (4:12) (2:10) (6:14) (1:9) (5:13) (3:11) (7:15)) 
((0:4) (8:12) (2:6) (10:14) (1:5) (9:13) (3:7) (11:15)) 
((0:2) (4:6) (8:10) (12:14) (1:3) (5:7) (9:11) (13:15)) 
((0:1) (2:3) (4:5) (6:7) (8:9) (10:11) (12:13) (14:15))). 
vhere (i1:i2) denotes our new object type that represents a comparator module 
s(i,,/2). 
k2. Trace semantics 
We give traces a weakest-precondition semantics [8]. The weakest precondition 
,f a fixed program S is a function wps(R) that takes a postcondition R and maps 
: on the weakest possible constraints under which program S terminates and 
stablishes R [3]. To give a programming language weakest-precondition semantics, 
,he must provide weakest preconditions for the smallest possible programs in the 
mguage and for combining smaller into bigger programs. The smallest possible 
orting networks are the null statement and the comparator module. We need not 
nplement he weakest precondition of null, because traces do not contain nulls 
null has the empty trace). We declare the weakest precondition wp~,c~,i:)(R ) of 
omparator module cs(il,/2) as a function. 
)eclaration 
(cs IR). 
tere, I denotes a pair (i1:/2) and R denotes a postcondition. Since we are only 
aterested in the equality of weakest preconditions and not in their actual values, 
~e need only declare~ not define the function CS. 
We need to know very little about the weakest precondition of the comparator 
aodule for the purpose of trace transformations and choose to add this information 
s axioms rather than inferring it from a full-fledged efinition of function CS. We 
dd two axioms. One restricts the domain of comparator modules to pairs of numbers. 
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Axiom. CS-TAKES-PAIRS: 
(NOT (PAIRP I)) ~ ((CS IR )  --F). 
Axiom CS-TAKES-PAIRS states that the precondition of CS for any non-pair and 
postcondition is false, 5 i.e., that such a CS is not permitted. PAIRP recognizes pairs. 
The other axiom expresses the 'Law of the Excluded Miracle' (Dijkstra's first 
healthiness criterion [3]) for comparator modules. 
Axiom. CS-Is-NoT-MIRACLE" 
(CS I F) = F. 
Axiom CS-Is-NoT-MIRACLE states that the precondition of any CS with false 
postcondition is false, i.e., a comparator module cannot establish 'false'. 
Our way of combining smaller into bigger traces is by composition (i.e., execution 
in sequence or in parallel). To determine the weakest precondition of some trace 
L that is composed of comparator modules CS for postcondition R, we define a 
function M-CS. As for subsequent defined functions that we introduce, we shall 
first present he definition of M-CS and then explain its function body. 
Definition 
(M-CS FLAG L R) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP L)) 
(IF L = NIL 
R 
(CS L g) )  
(IF FLAG = 'PAR 
(IF (ARE-IND (ALL-ATOMS (CAR L)) 
(ALL-ATOMS (CDR L))) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (CAR L) (M-CS 'PAR (CDR L) R)) 
F) 
(M-CS 'PAR (CAR L) (M-CS 'SEQ (CDR L) R))))). 
M-CS composes calls to CS as prescribed by trace L. Beside L and R, M-CS takes 
a FLAG that signals whether the trace is to be executed in sequence (FLAG = 'SEQ) 
or in parallel (FLAG = 'PAR). In accordance with our trace representation, FLAG = 
'S~Q in top-level calls and FLAG alternates with every recursive call. 
When FLAG = 'PAR, the trace represents a parallel command and its elements 
must be checked for independence. Like weakest preconditions, independence 
5 In Boyer and Moore's logic, F stands for 'false' and T stands for 'true'. 
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properties must be provided for the smallest program parts that are affected by a 
trace transformation and for combinations of these program parts. The smallest 
program parts affected by trace transformations of sorting networks are comparator 
modules. Just as we do not provide the complete weakest precondition semantics 
of comparator modules, we do not provide a complete characterization f the 
independence of comparator modules but express it, again, by a declared function. 
Declaration 
(IND I J), 
where I and J are pairs which represent comparator modules. 
As we did with CS, we characterize IND by axiom. For instance, we establish 
that IND is a predicate. 
Axiom. IND-IS-PREDICATE: 
(OR (TRUEP (IND I J)) (FALSEP (IND I J))). 
TRUEP and FALSEP recognize the truth values T and F, respectively. 
In the following section on trace transformations, we shall discuss what other 
properties of the function IND we need to know. 
We may now determine the independence of traces of comparator modules with 
defined functions that appropriately employ IND. We define three functions. 
IS-IND establishes the mutual independence of one comparator module I with a 
trace L of comparator modules. 
Definition 
(IS-IND I L) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP L)) 
(IF L = NIL 
T 
(IND IL)) 
(AND (IND I (CAR L)) 
(IS-IND I (CDR L)))). 
ARE-IND establishes the mutual independence of all comparator modules in a 
trace L1 with all comparator modules in a trace L2. 
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Definition 
(ARE-IND L1 L2) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP L1)) 
(IF L = NIL 
T 
(Is-IND L1 L2)) 
(AND (Is-IND (CAR L1) L2) 
(ARE-IND (CDR L1) L2)))). 
If the two members of a parallel command pass test ARE-IND, function 
gives the semantics of their sequential execution to their parallel execution. 
M-CS 
A third function, MOTUALLY-IND, determines the independence of all comparator 
modules of a trace L. 
Definition 
(MUTUALLY-IND L) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP L)) 
T 
(AND (IS-IND (CAR L) (CDR L)) 
(MUTUALLY-IND (CDR L)))). 
If trace L passes test MUTUALLY-IND, the execution of all members of L has identical 
semantics both in parallel and in sequence. 
Note that IS-IND, ARE-IND, and MUTUALLY-IND are only interested in the 
comparator modules of traces, not in the traces' structure. Therefore, these functions 
expect races in a 'flattened' form, i.e., as single-level lists with all comparator 




(IF (NOT (LISTP L)) 
(IF L = NIL 
NIL 
(LIST L)) 
(APPEND (ALL-ATOMS (CAR L)) (ALL-ATOMS (CDR L)))). 
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APPEND appends two lists. It differs from the regular LIsP (and Boyer and Moore) 
append function which only works for proper lists, i.e., lists that end with NIL. Our 
APPEND works for all lists. 
This concludes our implementation of the trace semantics. The semantic 
equivalence of tau-  and tau can now be formally expressed by the following equality: 
(M-CS 'SEQ (TAU- N)  R) = (M-CS 'SEQ (TAU N) R). 
3.3. Trace transformation 
We are now at the point where we can begin formulating the transformation of
tau into tau- in Boyer and Moore's logic. Remember that the transformation rests 
on our independence declaration of comparator modules in Section 2. We exploit 
this declaration in two steps: one of commutations and a second of parallel merges. 
The step of merges is based on the following theorem. 
Lemma. M-CS-MUTUALLY-IND: 
(MUTUALLY-IND (ALL-ATOMS L)) 
((M-CS 'PAR L R) = (M-CS 'SEQ L R)). 
It is proved by an induction scheme that mirrors the recursive definition of function 
M-CS. More general theorems that correspond to transformation rules (G3i) and 
(G3ii) in our original formalism [8, Section 5.2] are also part of the implemented 
theory, but we do not use them in the transformation of the bitonic sort. 
To express commutations, we must be more specific about the meaning of 
'independence'. The declaration of IND does not provide any clues. Just as about 
declared function CS, we need not know much about IND for the purpose of trace 
~ransformations. For one, we must be able to conclude that independent comparator 
modules may be commuted. 
Axiom. IND-IMPLIES-COMMUTATIVITY: 
(IND I J) ~ ( (CS J  (CS IR ) )=(CS I (CS JR))).  
If we instantiate both FLAG1 and FLAG2 to 'SEQ, the following theorem enables 
:ommutations. 
L~lBma. ARE-I ND- IMPLIES-COMMUTATIVITY: 
(ARE-IND (ALL-ATOMS L1) (ALL-ATOMS L2)) 
( (M-CS FLAG1 L1 (M-CS FLAG2 L2 R)) 
= (M-CS FLAG2 L2 (M-CS FLAG1 L1 R))). 
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Its proof is, again, based on an induction suggested by the definition of M-CS. 
Just as we cannot compute weakest preconditions of comparator modules with 
the declared function CS, we cannot determine their independence with the declared 
function IND. However, while we are not interested in the actual weakest precondi- 
tions of comparator modules, we do need to know about the circumstances of their 
independence. We have established in Section 2 that two comparator modules are 
independent if they do not access common sequence lements, i.e., if they do not 
overlap. Our final axiom about IND expresses this fact. 
Axiom. No-OVERLAP-IND: 
(No-OVERLAP I J) =:~ (IND I J). 
Function No-OVERLAP identifies non-overlap. 
Definition 
(No-OvERLAP I J) 
(AND (PAIRP I) 
(PAIRP J) 
(FIRST I) ~ (FIRST J) 
(FIRST I) # (SECOND J) 
(SECOND I) ~ (FIRST J) 
(SECOND I) # (SECOND J)). 
FIRST and SECOND access a pair's components: (FIRST (i1:i2))=il and 
(SEcoND (i1: i2))=/2. The additional defined functions HAS-No-OVERLAP, HAVE- 
No-OVERLAP, and MUTUALLY-No-OVERLAP are exactly identical to IS-IND, ARE- 
IND, and MUTUALLY-IND, respectively, with calls to No-OVERLAP in place of calls 
tO IND. Theorems tating that each of the three overlap functions implies its respective 
independence counterpart can be proved from axiom No-OVERLAP-IND. 
This concludes the implementation of our basic theory: the part that applies to 
all transformations of sorting networks. One might call this our metatheory ofsorting 
networks since it deals with properties of the programming language per se, not 
with properties of one specific sorting network. The next section will describe om 
application in that theory: the transformation of the bitonic sort. 
3.4. Transformation of the bitonic sort 
Section 3.1 informally introduces the representation f traces in Boyer and Moore',, 
logic. We shall now formally define the traces relevant o the transformation of the 
bitonic sort. In Section 2, we derived the parallel trace tau- from the sequentia 
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trace tau, over an intermediate race tau'. Trace tau' is derived from tau by a step 
of commutations, and tau- is derived from tau' by a step of parallel merges. We 
define tau first, then tau-, and then tau'. 
Trace tau is defined by the following three functions. 
Definition 
(TAU N) 
(SORT 0 1 N+I ) .  
Definition 
(SORT BASE STEP LENG) 
(IF (OR LENG = 0 LENG = 1) 
NIL 
(APPEND (SORT BASE STEP4" STEP LENG/2) 
(APPEND (SORT BASE 4" STEP STEP 4" STEP LENG/2) 
(SEGMENT BASE STEP LENG)))). 
Definition 
(SEGMENT BASE STEP LENG) 
(IF (OR LENG ----- 0 LENG ---- 1) 
NIL 
(CONS (PAIR BASE BASEd-STEP) 
(SEGMENT BASE 4" STEP 4" STEP STEP LENG -- 2 )) ). 
Functions TAU, SORT, and SEGMENT exactly correspond to refinements bitonic-sort, 
sort, and segment of Section 2, except hat refinement composition is replaced by 
sequential execution. Parameters N, BASE, STEP, and LENG have the same meaning 
as their counterparts in the refinements. 
The refinement uses real division, but the mechanized logic provides only integer 
division: the function QUOTIENT [1] which we denote here by the infix "/" .  Remem- 
ber that we decided to consider only sequences whose length is a power of 2. With 
this restriction, integer division suffices in the trace definitions. 
Trace tau- is defined by the following three functions. 
Definition 
(TAU- N) 
(PAR-CMDS '(0) 1 N+ 1). 
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Definition 
(PAR-CMDS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) 
(IF (OR LENG = 0 LENG = 1) 
NIL 
(APPEND (PAR-CMDS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
STEP + STEP LENG/2) 
(LIST (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG)))). 
Definition 
(SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP SEQ-HEAD)) 
NIL 
(APPEND (SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(SAME-LEVEL (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG))). 
The parallel trace is not derived from a refinement. We have to explain it 
independently. Function TAU- uses function PAR-CMDS to compose parallel com- 
mands as described in Section 2. Each parallel command of TAU- contains all the 
comparator modules at a fixed level of the segment tree. The comparator modules 
at a fixed level of the segment ree are collected by the function SAME-LEVEL. 
Remember that every segment tree has a corresponding sequence tree. PAR-CMDS 
and SAME-LEvEL have three arguments hat, together, describe the subsequences at 
a fixed level of the sequence tree: SEQ-HEAD, STEP, and LENG. SEQ-HEAD is the 
'sequence head', the list of the first elements of the subsequences at that level, STEP 
is the difference of any two adjacent elements of subsequences at that level, and 
LENG is the length of subsequences at that level. For the recursive definition of 
PAR-CMDS, we need to determine the SEQ-HEAD of the next lower level. For this 
purpose we define the following function. 
Definition 
(GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP SEQ-HEAD)) 
NIL 
(CoNs (CAR SEQ-HEAD) 
(CONS (CAR SEQ-HEAD) + STEP 
(GEN-SEQ-HEAD (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP)))). 
Given SEQ-HEAD and STEP at some fixed level, the function GEN-SEQ-HEAD com- 
putes SEQ-HEAD of the next lower level. For example, SEQ-HEAD at the second 
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level (the level below the root) is '(0 1), and STEP is 2. Therefore, 
(GEN-SEQ-HEAD '(0 1) 2) = '(0 2 1 3). 
Trace tau' is defined as follows. 
Definition 
(TAU' N) 
(APPEND-LEVELS '(0) 1 N + 1). 
Definition 
(APPEND-LEVELS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) 
(IF (OR LENG = 0 LENG = 1) 
NIL 
(APPEND (APPEND-LEVELS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG)))). 
TAU' uses function APPEND-LEVELS to compose the levels of the segment tree in 
bottom-up sequence. TAU' differs from TAU- only by the lack of additional "parallel 
command' parentheses around each level. 
With the definition of traces TAU, TAU-, and TAU', we are able to state the 
trace transformation of the bitonic sort. Our main theorem is the following. 
Lemma. TAU--EQ-TAU: 
(M-CS 'SEQ (TAU- N) R)= (M-CS 'SEQ (TAU N) R). 
Its proof applies one step of commutations. 
Lemma. TAU'-EQ-TAU: 
(M-CS 'SEQ (TAU' N) R) = (M-CS 'SEQ (TAU N) R). 
And it uses one step of parallel merges. 
Lemma. TAU--EQ-TAU': 
(M-CS 'SEQ (TAU- N) R) = (M-CS 'SEQ (TAU' N) R). 
We shall now explain the proof of theorems TAU'-EQ-TAU and TAU--EQ-TAU' 
in more detail. 
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Boyer and Moore make the point that it is sometimes easier to prove a more 
general theorem than that in which one is interested [ 1 ]. Sometimes, a more general 
theorem may allow a more powerful or more convenient induction hypothesis. 6 We 
found it useful to generalize our trace transformation i the interest of a simpler 
mechanical proof. 
In the definition of traces TAU, TAU-,  and TAU', the arguments of SORT, 
PAR-CMDS, and APPEND-LEVELS describe the entire sequence, i.e., the root of the 
sequence tree, and theorems TAU'-EQ-TAU and TAU--EQ-TAU' state the transfor- 
mation of the entire trace, i.e., deal with the entire sequence tree. We shall generalize 
the trace transformation theorems to deal with traces corresponding to any set of 
sequence subtrees whose roots reside at some fixed level in the sequence tree. For 
a set of such roots specified by SEQ-HEAD, STEP, and LENG, the following function 
defines the appropriate generalized sequential trace. 
Definition 
(SUBTREES SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP SEQ-HEAD)) 
NIL 
(APPEND (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(SUBTREES (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG))). 
Every call of the function SORT represents a sequential trace that traverses a
segment subtree in postorder. The root of this segment subtree is a segment corre- 
sponding to the subsequence r presented by some element of SEQ-HEAD, and STEP 
and LENG. As an example, let us consider the third level (from the top) of the 
sequence tree of a 16-element sequence (ao, a l , . . . ,  a15). Its subsequences are 
(ao, a4, as, a12), (a2, a6, alo, a14), (al, as, ag, a13), and (a3, a7, al l ,  a15). They are 
described by the following parameters: SEQ-HEAD = '(0 2 1 3), STEP = 4, and LENG = 
4. The segment subtrees whose roots are the segments corresponding to these 
subsequences are: 
(0:4).(8"12) (2:6) (10:14) (1:5) (9:13) (3:7) (11"15) 
/ \ / \ / \ / \ 
(0:8) (4 :12) (2 :10)  (6"14) (1 :9 )  (5"13) (3 :11)  (7:15) 
Thus, each call of SORT in (SUBTl~ES '(0 2 1 3) 4 4) traverses one of the previous 
segment subtrees in postorder: 
(SUBTREES '(0 2 1 3) 4 4) = '((0: 8) (4: 12) (0: 4) (8: 12) 
(2:10) (6:14) (2:6) (10:14) 
(1:9) (5:13) (1:5) (9:13) 
(3:11) (7:15) (3:4) (11:15)). 
6 Boyer and Moore have actually built he generalization of theorems a a heuristic nto their prover. 
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The function SUBTREES is a generalization of our original trace TAU. SUBTREES 
with arguments that represent the set of only the entire sequence (i.e., the root of 
the entire sequence tree) equals TAU: 
(SUBTREES '(0) 1 N+ 1) = (TAU N). 
Before we can discuss the generalized trace transformation theorems for the 
bitonic sort, we have to add a 'recognizer' of legal sets of subsequences. Remember 
that the set of subsequences xpected by SUBTREES must reside at some fixed level. 
The following function provides a sufficient condition for the subsequences represen- 
ted by SEQ-HEAD, STEP, and LENG to reside at the same level and to have no 
duplication. 
Definition 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
(IF (NOT (LISTP SEQ-HEAD)) 
T 
(AND STEP # 0 
(NUMBERP (CAR SEQ-HEAD)) 
(CAR SEQ-HEAD) ~ STEP 
(NOT (MEMBER (CAR SEQ-HEAD) (CDR SEQ-HEAD))) 
(SEQ-HEADP (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP))). 
Function SEQ-HEADP determines that all elements of SEQ-HEAD are distinct natural 
numbers and less than STEP. For example, for the subsequences at the third level 
of a sequence tree (if there is a third level): 
(SEQ-HEADP '(0 2 1 3) 4) = T. 
If SEQ-HEAD and STEP at some fixed level satisfy property SEQ-HEADP, the 
following theorem ensures that the sequence head at the next lower level, generated 
by GEN-SEQ-HEAD, satisfies SEQ-HEADP with doubled step, as appropriate for that 
level. 
Lemma. GEN-SEQ-HEAD-IS-SEQ-HEADP: 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
:=~ (SEQ-HEADP (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP+ STEP). 
The proof proceeds by an induction suggested by function SEQ-HEADP, but 
requires the previous proof of some technicalities. 
Now we are ready to explain the generalized trace transformation theorems. The 
following theorem is the generalized version of the step of commutations, TAU'-EQ- 
TAU. 
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Lemma. APPEND-LEVELS-EQ-SUBTREES: 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
( (M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R) 
= (M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)). 
This theorem is proved by commutation of all comparator modules at a fixed 
level into adjacency, as we explained in Section 2. We cannot expect he prover to 
discover this transformation strategy without help, but must communicate it with 
the following auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma. SUBTREES-COMMUTATTVITY: 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
=> ((M-CS 'SEQ 
(SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
STEP + STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
(M-CS tSEQ (SUBTREES SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)). 
Proof. The proof of SUBTREES-COMMUTATIVITY is based on an induction suggested 
by the recursive definition of function GEN-SEQ-HEAD. With validity of the premise 
and by theorem GEN-SEQ-HEAD-IS-SEQ-HEADP, the induction hypothesis reduces to 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP) 
STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) R)) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) R). 
Here is an outline of the induction step; comments are added in curly brackets. 
Left-hand side: 
(M-aS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
= {open GEN-SEQ-HEAD} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (CONS (CAR SEQ-HEAD) 
(CONS (CAR SEQ-HEAD) + STEP 
(GEN-SEQ-HEAD (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP))) 
STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-aS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
= {open SUBTREES and SAME-LEVEL, and apply M-CS-APPEND} 
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(M-CS 'SEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP + STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS rSEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) + STEP STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP) 
STEP + STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS ~SEQ (SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP 
LENG) R))))) 
= {commutation: apply SUBTREES-AND-SEGMENT-HAvE-No-OVERLAP and ARE- 
IND-IMPLIES-COMMUTATIVITY} 
(M-CS ~SEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS ~SEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) + STEP STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD (CDR SEQ-HEAD) 
STEP) STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP 
LENG) R))))) 
= {induction hypothesis} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SORT(CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP + STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) + STEP STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(M-CS tSSQ (SUBTREES (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) R)))). 
Right-hand side: 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R) 
= {open SUBTREES, and apply M-CS-APPEND} 
(M-CS tSEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) R)) 
= {open SORT, and apply M-CS-APPEND} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SORT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) + STEP STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG) R)))). 
[] 
The proof uses the commutation rule ARE-IND-IMPLIES-COMMUTATIVITY of our 
basic theory (Section 3.3) to commute 
(SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD (CDR SEQ.-HEAD) STEP) STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
with (SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG). In order to apply the commutation 
rule, we have to establish its hypothesis: the non-overlap of the two subjects of the 
commutation. We formulate, again, an auxiliary lemma to this effect. 
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Lemma. SUBTREES-AND-SEGMENT-HAVE-No-OVERLAP: 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
(HAVE-No-OVERLAP (SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD 
(CDR SEQ-HEAD) STEP) 
STEP -~- STEP 
LENG1) 
(SEGMENT (CAR SEQ-HEAD) STEP LENG2)))). 
To prove it, we have to generalize again--this time for a purely technical reason. 
Boyer and Moore's logic requires a uniform substitution of all identical terms in a 
theorem. However, in the induction hypothesis of SUBTREES-AND-SEGMENT-HAVE- 
No-OVERLAP, we need a substitution of (CDR SEQ-HEAD) for SEQ-HEAD in term 
(CDR SEQ-HEAD), but not in term (CAR SEQ-HEAD). We generalize by replacing 
the two terms (CAR SEQ-HEAD) and (CDR SEQ-HEAD) with variables, say, CAR-SEQ- 
HEAD and CDR-SEQ-HEAD, respectively. 
The proof of the generalized version of SUaTREES-AND-SEGMENT-HAVE-NO- 
OVERLAP requires the non-overlap of certain trace parts. To establish it, the prover 
required 25 different properties of natural arithmetic, mostly of integer division. 
Proof of theorem APPEND-LEVELS-EQ-SUBTREES. Let us return now to theorem 
APPEND-LEVELS-EQ-SUBTREES. For its proof, we have to supply an induction hint 
that forces the proper substitution in the induction hypothesis. The Boyer-Moore 
prover permits us to suggest an induction scheme by a defined function of our 
choice. The following function models the induction scheme that we desire. 
Definition 
(INDUCTION-SCHEME SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG R) 
(IF (OR LENG = 0 LENG = 1) 
NIL 
(INDUCTION-SCHEME (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
STEP'q- STEP 
LENG/2 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP 
LENG) R))). 
SEQ-HEAD, STEP, LENG, and R are the variables to be substituted. 
The arguments in the recursive call of INDUCTION-SCHEME prescribe the substitu- 
tions in the induction hypothesis. Here is an outline of the induction step. 
(M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R) 
= {open APPEND-LEVELS, and apply M-CS-APPEND} 
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(M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP+ STEP 
LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
= {induction hypothesis and GEN-SEQ-HEAD IS-SEQ-HEADP} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
= {apply SUBTREES-COMMUTATIVlTY} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SUBTREES lEO-HEAD STEP LENG) R). [] 
The commutations in this proof appeal to theorem SUBTREES-COMMUTATIVITY. 
This concludes our discussion of the transformation step of commutations: 
theorem APPEND-LEVELS-EQ-SUBTREES. We still have to describe the transformation 
step of parallel merges. 
The generalization of the step of parallel merges, TAU--EQ-TAU', is expressed 
in the following lemma. 
Lemma. PAR-CMDS-MERGE: 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
( (M-CS 'SEQ (PAR-CMDS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R) 
= (M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)). 
Proof. The proof is, again, based on induction hint INDUCTION-SCHEME. Here is 
an outline of the induction step: 
Left-hand side: 
(M-CS 'SEQ (PAR-CMDS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R) 
= {open PAR-CMDS, and apply M-CS-APPEND} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (PAR-CMDS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP 
+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (LIST (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG)) R)) 
= {open M-CS} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (PAR-CMDS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP 
+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'PAR (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
= {parallel merge: apply SAME-LEVEL-Is-MUTUALLY-No-OVERLAP 
and M-CS-MUTUALLY-IND} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (PAR-CMDS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP 
+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)) 
= {induction hypothesis and GEN-SEQ-HEAD-IS-SEQ-HEADP} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP 
+ STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)). 
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Right-hand side: 
(M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG R)) 
= {open APPEND-LEVELS, and apply M-CS-APPEND} 
(M-CS 'SEQ (APPEND-LEVELS (GEN-SEQ-HEAD SEQ-HEAD STEP) STEP 
d- STEP LENG/2) 
(M-CS 'SEQ (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG) R)). [] 
The proof uses independence rule M-CS-MuTUALLY-IND of our basic theory (Sec- 
tion 3.3). To establish its prerequisites, the following auxiliary lemma ensures the 
mutual disjointness of all elements of trace (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG). 
Lemma. SAME-LEVEL-Is-MUTUALLY- No-OVERLAP" 
(SEQ-HEADP SEQ-HEAD STEP) 
(MUTUALLY-No-OVERLAP (SAME-LEVEL SEQ-HEAD STEP LENG)) 
The proof, again, requires properties of integer division. 
This concludes our discussion of the transformation step of parallel merges: 
theorem PAR-CMDS-MERGE. 
With generalizations APPEND-LEVELS-EQ-SUBTREES and PAR-CMDS-MERGE at 
our disposal, the proofs of the more specific theorems TAU'-EQ-TAU and TAU--EQ- 
TAU' are straightforward. Only rewrites, no inductions are required. In fact, the 
proof of the main theorem, TAU--EQ-TAU, would succeed without the previous 
proof of the specific theorems, only on the basis of the generalized theorems. We 
chose to force the prover to use the specific theorems to make the correspondence 
with the informal description of our transformation perfectly clear. 
Our informal transformation (Section 2) was from sequential to parallel. In the 
mechanized proof, we rewrite in the reverse direction, from parallel to sequential, 
in order to avoid implementation problems. We need not be aware that the prover 
actually transforms TAU- into TAU, not vice versa. The direction of transformation 
is of no consequence to the proof of the semantic equivalence. 
We are at the end of the description of the mechanized proof. The proof rests on 
five axioms that are part of our basic theory. They reflect properties of comparator 
modules and their independence that we are willing to accept without certification. 
Relative to the basic theory, our application is completely defined and certified. 
4. Conclusions 
Our interest is in the mechanical support of formal reasoning about properties 
of programming languages and programs. Presently, we focus on the transformation 
of program executions to derive concurrency. The bitonic sort is the third in a series 
of sorting networks for which we have mechanically certified trace transformations 
[10]. All three transformations follow the same strategy. We have shown this strategy 
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to be optimal, i.e., to yield, for any sorting network, the fastest possible execution 
that a global strategy can yield in our theory of transformations [11]. 
Our approach differs from most mechanical verification systems in that we make 
the formal semantic definition of the programming language itself available to the 
prover. The more popular approach is to employ some ad hoc device instead which 
stands between the program to be verified and the formulas to be proved, for 
instance, an informally derived verification condition generator [4, 5, 12]. While the 
use of a verification condition generator permits highly automated and reasonably 
practical verification systems, the price paid is that the mechanical prover is not 
being used for reasoning about program properties other than the ones handed to 
it by the verification condition generator. Making the formal semantics of the 
language available to the prover enables independent reasoning about program 
properties and metareasoning about properties of the language itself. (Here, the 
metareasoning is the more significant gain. Our metareasoning is about equivalences 
of program executions. For example, the optimality of the strategy applied in the 
transformation of the bitonic sort is a metaproperty [11].) Also, one has to believe 
the correctness of only one computer program: the mechanical deduction system. 
One does not have to rely additionally on the correct implementation of a second 
program (the verification condition generator) and the fact that it corresponds to 
the formal semantic definition of the programming language. Understandably, our 
approach puts a much heavier burden on the deduction system. 
While mechanical proofs of language properties on the basis of a formal semantics 
are far away from complete automation, our experience in mechanical proofs of 
trace equivalences suggests that a mechanical prover can follow the clean strategy 
of an on-paper proof if it is communicated properly [10]. In the case of the bitonic 
sort, we communicated the structure of the proof by the definition of three traces: 
the sequential trace tau, the intermediate race tau', and the final parallel trace tau-, 
and the formulation of two theorems: one equating tau and tau' by a commutation 
argument, and one equating tau' and tau- by a parallel merge argument. 
The trace transformation of the bitonic sort is a good example of a theorem that 
can be quite suggestively argued with pictures and handwaving. However, such an 
argument is dangerous: it contains many short-cuts and omissions. A mechanical 
proof does not permit any short-cuts or omissions. Each ever so little detail has to 
be formalized. It is the producer of the program or programming language about 
which is reasoned who has to suffer from this stringent requirement. The consumer 
reaps the benefits. Besides believing the correctness of the theorem-proving program, 
he only has to be convinced that the theorem to be proved is appropriately represen- 
ted in the mechanized logic. He does not have to be concerned with any aspects of 
the proof. In this example, the consumer must believe that M-CS properly defines 
the trace semantics, that TAU and TAU- properly define the sequential and parallel 
trace, and that no illegal axiomatic assumptions have been made. The argument by 
which the semantic equivalence of TAU and TAU- is proved is of no concern to 
himEand, if he is still interested, a handwaving explanation is perfectly legitimate. 
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Ultimately, the producer benefits as well: while the theorems about his product 
will be harder to establish, they will be easier to sell. It must be added that not 
every programming product justifies completely formal and mechanized scrutiny. 
There must be a substantial interest in the product's precise properties because the 
cost of the proof will be high. 
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